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What are enabling groups?

- Organize and maintain a successful community
- Provide leadership and collect feedback
- Facilitate learning process and communication
- Build and strengthen membership
Three enabling groups

✓ **Agenda activists:** identify new topics

✓ **Quality friends:** identify strong & weak points improving for future

✓ **Social reporters:** collect shared memories from social events
Agenda activists

What will we change in our community activities once we have learned more?

- Detect trend of interests
- Propose topics for next events
- How this event will influence your CoP agenda?

A reflection of how your CoP intends to develop the theme of T&A in its activities in the next year

Quality friends

What’s working at this meeting and what’s not?

- Activities with most value
- What to do better?
- Are we hearing voices?

Strong and week points of the event
Social reporters

Creative people who collect memory of the highlights of this event

and preserving the spirit of the teamwork

Shared memory of the event

Inviting volunteers
Thank you!